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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1938, Ostrowski proved the following integral inequality [1]. 
THEOREM 1. Let f : [a, b] --* R be continuous on [a, b] and differentiable on (a, b) and assume 
that Iff(x)l < M for all x E (a, b). Then we have the inequality 
t:or ~11 x • [a, b]. Tile constant 1/4 is the best possible. 
For some general isations and related results, see the book [2, pp. 468 484], the papers [3-16], 
and the website h t tp : / / rgmia .vu ,  edu.  au /  where many papers devoted to this inequal i ty can 
be accessed on-line. 
We note that  if we use the easily verified identity [2, p. 585], which also holds for absolutely 
cont inuous mappings f : [a, b] --* N, 
f (x )  - b -  a f ( t )d t  + ~-a  p (x , t ) f ' ( t )d t ,  x • [a,b], (1.2) 
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where the kernel p : [a, b]2 ~ R is given by 
j" t -a ,  i fa<t<x<b,  
p(x, t) 
t -b ,  i fa<_x<t<b,  
and if we assume that f '  E L~[a,b] and Hf'l[~ := esssuPte[a,bJ If'(t)], then we can replace M 
from (1.1) with IIf'l[oc. 
For generalisations of (1.1), see [17,18], as well as the recent papers produced by the RGMIA 
members. 
In this paper, we compare the two integral means 
f(t) dt - 1___}__ f(u) du, [c, d I C [a, b], 
b -a  d c 
where f is assumed to be absolutely continuous on [a,b] and f '  E L~[a,b]. Applications for 
probability density functions (pdfs) in probability theory, for special means including identric 
and logarithmic means, for Jeffreys' divergence in information theory, and for the sampling of 
continuous treams are also given. 
2. SOME ANALYT IC  INEQUAL IT IES  
We start with the following identity which is of interest in itself. 
LEMMA 1. Let f : [a, b] --~ R be a21 absolutely continuous mapping and a <_ c < d < b. Denote 
I(¢,d : [a, b] ~ R the kernel given by 
Kc,~(s) := 
a- -s  if s ~ [a, c], 
b-a '  
S- -C  a - -8  
- -  if s ~ (c,d), 
-~_c+b_a  ' 
b -s  
it s ~ [d, b]. 
b_a  I 
Then we have the representation 
f(t)  dt - - -1  f(u) du = h~,d(s)f'(s) ds. 
b -a  d c 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
PROOF. Using the integration by parts formula, we have 
fb  / i f (a - - s )  I(¢,d(s)f'(s) ds = ~-a f'(s) ds 
f~ (s-c a-s) f b(b-s) + ~ + ~-a  if(s) ds+ ~-a  if(s) ds 
_ a -e  f c 1 f f f  ( a -d )  a -c  - -a ( ) +~-a  f(s) ds+ 14-~_a  f (d ) -  ~_af (C  ) 
d 1 b 
(d  1-c b- la )  ~ f ( s )dS-bb-~af (d )+~_a f (s )ds  
/c f 1 f(s) ds + 1 d 1 b 1 d b - a ~-a  f(s) ds + ~-a  f(s) ds - d------c 
i f  b l ff  b - a f(s) ds - d ------~ f(s) ds, 
and the identity (2.2) is proved. 
The following estimation result holds. 
f (s)  ds 
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THEOREM 2. Let  f : [a, b] --~ R be an abso lute ly  cont inuous mapp ing  wi th  the proper ty  that  
f '  E L~[a ,  b], i.e., 
I I f ' l l~  := ess sup I f ' ( t ) l  < oc. 
tE [a,b] 
Then for a < c < d < b, we have the inequal i ty  
b l f "  f ( t )  dt - ~ f (u )  
-< + L (-bZ~) ~- -~ J [ (b-a) - (d-c)] l l f ' l l~ 
1 
_< ~ [(b - a) - (d - c)] IIf'll~ • 
(2.3) 
The constant  1/4  is best  possib le in the firs{ inequal i ty  and 1/2  is best  in the second one. 
PROOF.  Tak ing  the  modu lus  in (2.2), we may wr i te  
b-~f f  1 f f  d~ f ( t )  dt - ~ f (u )  
b f] -< fa IKc,d(s)llf'(s)l ds < IIf'll~ IKc,d(s)l ds 
= Nf ' ] l~  1 (s - a) ds + ~ + ~-a  ds + ~-a  (b - s) ds := K .  
(2.4) 
However ,  
and 
(s - a) ds - (c - a) 2 b (b - d) 2 
2 ' (b - s) ds - 2 ' 
~c d S -- c a -b-~ L := ~Z-~_ c + ds 
]i = (b - a) (d - c) I[(b - a) - (d - c)] s - cb + ad[ ds. 
Cons ider  the  aff ine mapp ing  
g(s) := [(b - a) - (d - c)] s - cb + ad. 
As b - a > d - e, we get g(so) = 0 iff so = (cb - ad) / ( (b  - a) - (d - c)). Simple  ca lcu la t ion  proves 
that  so c [c, d], and then  
d 
c I [ (b -a ) - (d -c ) l s -cd+ab]  ds 
d 
= [(b - a) - (d - c)] f Ls - sol ds  
[;o /; 1 =[(b -a ) - (d -c ) ]  ( so -s )  ds+ (S -So)  ds 
0 
- -~  + 
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However, 
~md 
and so 
L= 
(c- a)(d- c) 
so -c= (b -a ) - (d -c )  
(d- c)(b- d) 
d -so= (b -a ) - (d -c ) '  
1 [ (b -a ) - (d -c ) ]  [ ( c -a )2 (d -c )  2 
(b -+(d-+ [I(; (-/-: + 
(b - a ) [ (b - -~) - -  (d - c)] [(c (d 
Consequently, 
I< = IIf'll~ [2(b -  a) + 2(b-  a) + (b -  ~) (b -  a ) (d -  c) -2 + --2 
(d- c)2(b- d) 2 
is equivalent with 
[1 ((a+_b)/_2_z_(c_+_d)/2~ 2] 
= + b -a - (d -e )  j j [ (b -a ) - (d -c ) J l l f ' l l~ ,  
and the first part of inequality (2.3) is proved. 
To prove the last part of (2.3), we observe that, by a simple computation 
(a+b c+d) 21  
< [(b - a) - (d - c)] 2 
2 2 -~ 
(c - a)(b - d) > O, 
which is obvious by the selection of a, b, c, d. 
Taking into account hat Kc,d is negative on [a, so] and positive on [so, bJ, then we can conclude 
that the functions fo(s) := Als - s01 (A > 0) are the extremals in (2.3), and the constant 1/4 
is the best possible in the first inequality in (2.3). The fact that 1/2 is the best constant in the 
second inequality is obvious. | 
REMARK 1. The above inequality (2.3) may be regarded as a generalisation of the classical 
Ostrowski nequality. 
Indeed, if we assume that c = x E (a,b) and d = x + e, e is such that x + E E (a,b), then 
by (2.3), we get 
1 f(t) dt - -~ Jx f(u) < + 
Now, letting ¢ --~ 0+ and taking into account, 
lira -1 fx+e 
e~O £ j 
then by (2.5), we may deduce that 
~-a  f(t) dt - <_ 
which is Ostrowski's inequality. 
( (~ + b) /2  - ~ - ~/2)~ ~ 
| [(b- a) - e] IIf'll~. (2.5) 
by the continuity of f at x, that we have 
f(u) du = f(x), 
+ (x  - (a + 6) /2 )  2 ] 
(~-_ -~ j (b - a )U ' l l o~,  (2.6) 
=llf, ll (c-a)2+(b-d)2 [ d -c  ] 1+ 
,,f'H~ [ [ (b-a) - (d-c) ]2+(a+b c~d)21 (b-a) 
= (b - a)  4 2 - [(b - a)  - (d - ~)] 
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COROLLARY 1. Assume that  a, b, c, d are as in Theorem 2. Then, the best inequality we can 
get from (2.3) is the one for (a + b)/2 = (e + d)/2, i.e., 
1 j~ b 1 f f  
- - -  f (u )  du ~-a  f(t) dt d -  e 
1 
< ~ [ (b -  a) - (d -  c)] [If'][oo. (2.7) 
The constant  1/4 is the best possible. 
Now, for any x e (a,b), we can find a 5 > 0 such that  the mapping F(x, . )  : [-&5] ~ R, 
defined by 
1 fx+t/~ ,f(u) du, (2.8) F(x, t) := 7 Jx-~/2 
is well defined. 
We can prove the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Assmne that the mapping f : [a, b] -~ R is absolutely continuous on [a, b] and 
f '  E Loo [a, b]. Then, for any x ~ (a, b), the mapping F(z , .  ) is locally Lipschitzian and the 
Lipschitzian constant is (1/4)II f '  I I ~ and is independent of x. 
PROOF. As x E (a, b), then there exists a 5 > 0 such that  x+t/2,  x - t /2  c (a, b) for all t c [ -5,  5], 
and the mapp ing  (2.8) is well defined. 
Assume that  tl,t2 ~ [-5,5] and t2 > t l .  Then Ix + t2/2, x -  t2/2] D [x + tl /2, x - tl/2], and 
if we apply  Theorem 2 on these intervals, we obta in  
~fz+,2/2 1~.~ x+tl/2 du ] 
f(u) du - f(u) < (t2 - t l ) I I f ' l l~ 
J :~-~/2  ~ ,~- t~/2  - -4 ' 
which shows that  
1 
(t2 - t l ) [ [ f ' [ [~  IF (x, t2) - F (X, tl)l <_ ~ 
If t2 < t l ,  a similar inequal i ty applies, and then, we may conclude that  for" any t l ,  t2 c [ -5,  5], 
we have 
1 
IF (x,t2) - r (x, tt)l <_ ~ IIf'l[~ It2 - t~l, 
which proves the corollary. | 
3. APPL ICAT IONS FOR PDFS 
Assume that  f : [a,b] --* R+ is a probabi l i ty  density function (pdf)  of a certain random 
variable X and F : [a, b] ~ R+, F (x )  = fa ~ f(x)  dx is its cmnulat ive d ist r ibut ion function. Then 
we can state the following proposit ion.  
PROPOSITION 1. With the previous assumptions for f and F, we have 
~F(x) x -a l  2 -~-a  < (b -x ) (x -a ) l l f ' ] l oo ,  xe[a,b] ,  (3.1) 
provided that f '  E L~[a, b]. 
PROOF. If we choose c = a and d = x in (2.3), we obtain the desired inequality. 
Another  inequal i ty for the mapping F( . )  is embodied in the following proposit ion.  
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PROPOSITION 2. Let f and F be as above and f ~ Loz[a,b]. Then we have the inequality 
(b - E(X))  (z - a) xF(x) 1_ + Ex(X) - < ~ (b - x)(x - a)llfl[oo , 
b-a  
for all x E [a, b], where 
Ex(X) := uf(u) du, x C [a, hi. 
PROOF. If we write inequality (2.3) for F, we get 
x~b fx  du2  ~-a  f ( t )  dt x la  F(u) < (b -  x)llfH~. 
However, 
b 
f F(t) dt = b -  E(X)  
and # /x 
F(u) du = xF(x) - uf(u) du = xr (x )  - Ex (X). 
Now, by (3.3) we deduce (3.2). 
Let us consider the Beta function 
B(p,q) := tp-l(1 - t)q-l dt, p,q > -1, 
and the incomplete Beta function 
/o B(x;p,q) := tp-l(1 - t)q-Idt. 
If we define f(t) := tp-l(1 - t) q-l, we observe that for either p ~ (0, 1) or q E (0, 1), we have 
I I ft l~ := sup f(t)  = +oc. 
tE(0,1) 
Assume that p, q > 1. Then 
df(t) 
dt 
We observe that 
= tP-2(1 - t )  q-t [ - (p+q-2) t+ (p -  1)]. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
fx  tf(t___)_) dt = f°T tp(1 - t)q-1 dt _ B(x;p + 1,q) Ex(X) 
]o B(p, q) B(p, q) B(p, q) 
Using Proposition 2, we may state the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let X be a Beta random variable with the parameters (p,q), p,q > 1. Then 
we have the inequality 
B(x ;p+l ,q ) -xB(x ;p ,q )+pqXqB(p ,q )  < l (1 -x )x .  (P-1)P-l(q-1)q-I(p+q-2) "B(p,q), 
for all x E [0, 1]. 
Also, we have 
df(t) _ 0 
dt 
iff to -- (p -  1 ) /p+ q -  2) E (0, 1) (p,q > 1) and then ~ > 0 on (0,to) and ~t  t) < 0 on (to, 1). 
Consequently, 
I l f i l~ = (p - 1 )P - l (q  - 1)q-1 
(p  -}- q -- 2 )P+q-2  
Consider now the random variable X having the pdf p(t) := f ( t ) /B(p,  q), t E (0, 1); then, 
_ 1 f1  
B(p,q) Jo tP ( l _ t )q_ ld t_  B (p+l ,q )  _ p E (X)  
B(p, q) p + q" 
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4.  APPL ICAT ION FOR SPECIAL  MEANS 
Let us recall the following means for two positive numbers. 
(1) The logarithmic mean 
a, if a = b, 
L=L(a ,b ) := b -a  i f a#b,  a,b>O.  
In b - In a' 
(2) The identric mean 
I = I(a, b) := 1 1/(b-a) a, b > O. 
- i faT£b, 
e \aa /  
(3) The p-logarithmic mean 
i '  i ra=b,  
LI) = Lp(a, b) := bp+ 1 2 ap+ 1 ] 1/p a, b > O. 
(~¥-l~g=a)] , i fa#b, 
It is also known that Lp is monotonicMly increasing over p E R, denoting L0 = I and L_ 1 = L. 
The following examples illustrate the bounds developed in Section 2 involving the difference of 
integral means over different intervals. 
(1) Consider the mapping f : (0, oc) -~ (0, oc), f (x )  = x p, p E R \  {-1,0}.  Then for 
0 < a _< c < d < b < oc, we have 
b - a f ( t )  d t= LP(a, b), d - c f(t)  dt= L~(c, d), 
and 
f pbP -1 ' if P > 1, 
Ilf']l~.[a,b] = @(a, b) = { ]p]a "-1, i fpe( -oc ,  1 ) \{ -1 ,0} .  
Using inequality (2.3), we have 
I L~(a ,b ) -L~(~,d) I<-~_  1+ b a- - - (2 -~ ) [ (b -a )  - (d -  c)] @(a,b) .  (4.1) 
(2) Consider the mapping f : (O, oc) ~ (O, oo), f (x )  = l /x ,  and 0 < a _< c < d < b < oo. We 
have 
1 j (  b /c d 1 f ( t )  d t -  1 _1 f ( t )  dt - - - ,  
b -a  L(a,b) '  d c L(c,d) 
and 1 
f ' l  ~,i~ b] = ~ '  
Using inequality (2.3), we may state that 
I L (a ,b ) -  L(c,d)l <_-~ 1+ [ (b -a ) - (d -c ) ]  ' 
(3) Consider the mapping f : (0, oo) --~ ]R, f (x )  = lnx, and 0 < a <_ c < d _< b < co. We have 
1 jfab 1 ffcd f ( t )  d t= In I(a, b), f ( t )  d t= In I(c, d), 
b-a  d -c  
and 1 
IIf'l l~,I~,bl = - a" 
Using inequality (2.3), we may write 
ln[I(a'b)]<l[LI(c,d)] - -4 1+ ((b_Z_a -- (d -c~C)-(d-a)'~'21[(b-a)-(d-c)]) a (4.3) 
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5. APPL ICAT IONS TO JEFFREYS '  
D IVERGENCE IN INFORMATION THEORY 
Assume that a set X and the a-finite measure # are given. Consider the set of all probability 
densities on # to be ~2 := {PIP: )l ~ ~, p(x) >_ 0 and fxp(x)d#(x ) = 1}. 
The Jeffreys distance Dj [19] is well known among the informntion divergences and is very 
useful in information theory. It is defined by 
Dj(p,q) := f [p(x) - q(x)] In [P(~) 1 [q(x) J du(x), p, q ~ ~. 
The following inequalities involving the Jeffreys divergence are known (see, for example, the book 
on-line by Taneja [20]): 
DH~(p,q) >_exp[-~Dj(p,q)], p, qEf~, (5.1) 
1D DHa(p,q) _> 1 -- ~ f(p,q), p,q E g~, and (5.2) 
Dj(v,  q) >_ 4 [1 - D . (p ,  q)], p, q e n, (5.3) 
where Du,( .,. ) is the Harmonic distance, namely 
DHa(p,q) :----- j~ p(x)2p(x)q(x)+ q(x) dp(x), p,q E ~, 
and DB( .,. ) is the Bhattacharyya distance, which is given by 
DB(p,q) := ~ ~dp(x) .  
In the recent paper [21], the authors proved the following inequalities ~ well: 
1 2DA(p,q) < Dj(p,q) < :~ [Dx~(p,q) + Dx2(q,p)] , p, q G ~, (5.4) 
1 D 0 < Dj(p,q) -2D~x(p,q) < -~ .(p,q), (5.5) 
and 
1 D 0 <_ -~1 [Dx2(p,q ) + Dx2(q,p)] - Dj(p,q) _< -~ .(p,q), (5.6) 
where Dx2 (.,-) is the chi-square divergence, given by 
[ \ ; (~)  ) - 1 @(x) ,  
DA(-, .) is the triangular discrimination i troduced by Topsoe in [22], namely, 
[p(~) - q(x)] ~ 
Dzx(p,q) := -p~) ~_q--~ alp(x), p,q E ~, 
and D,(., .) was introduced in [21], 
D.(p,q) := j /  (p(x) - q(x)) 4 dp(x). 
4p3(x)q3(x) 
In this section, we are going to point out other inequalities for Jeffreys' divergence by the use 
of inequality (4.2) written in the following equivalent form: 
lnb - lna  l nd - lnc  < 1 [ ( (b=c) - ( .d=a) '~  2] 1 
b ~ d c _ ~ 1+ \ b -a  Id-c]  J [ (b -a ) - Id -c l ] .  
(5.7) 
[1 { (a+b) /2 - (c+d) /2~ 2] 1 
= + \ ~Za- - ]~- -  ~ / j [ (b -a ) - [d -c l ] . - -  a 2 , 
for all c, d E [a, b]. 
We may state the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let p,q E f~ with 0 < r <_ q(x)/p(x) < R < oo for a.e. x e X (r < 1 < R). 
Then we have the inequality 
D j  (p, q) 
- (R - r)p(x) - Iq(x) - p(x)l ] J 
x [(R - r )p(x)  - tq(x) - p(m)l]. (el(z) - p(z))  2 
~.2p2(z) @(z )  
-< 2 [ (R -  r)p(x) - lq(z) - p(z)t] (p(Z)r2p2(z)q(z) )2 @(x) 
1 < ~ [(R - r) - Dv(p,q)]. (R - 7") 2 
- -  r2  ' 
(5.8) 
where D~(p, q) is the variational distance, i.e., we recall that 
D,(p,q) := L Ip(x) - q(x)l  @(x) ,  
and L( . , .  ) is the logarithmic mean. 
PROOF. We mult ip ly  (5.7) by (d - e) 2 _> 0 to obtain 
(In (d --- c) 2_ 
d - In e ) (d  - e) Zg ,  ~7 
< + ~- - -~ Id---71 ,/ J [ (b -a ) - id -e [ ] .  > 
_1 
< 2 [(b - a) - Id - ~l]'  (d ~)~ 
- -  a 2 
1 
< 2 [(b - a) - Id - e l ] .  (b - a )  ~ - -  a ~ • 
(5 .9 )  
We choose in (5.9) a = r, b = R, c = 1, and d = q(x)/p(x) to get 
(q(~) - p (* ) )~ 
( lnq(x)  - lnp(x ) ) (q (x )  -p (x ) )  
p(x)L(r, R) 
- (R - r)p(x) - Iq(x) - p(z) l  J 
(q (~)  - p (x ) )  '~ 
× [(R - ~)p(~)  - Iv(x) - p (x ) l ] .  ~-~(x~ 
! < 2 [ (R -  r )p (x ) -  I q (z ) -  p(x)l] • (p(x) -q(m))  2 
- r2p2(x )  
5 <- 2 [(R - r)p(x) - Iq(x) - p(x)l] - (R r 2- r) 2 
Integrat ing over x on X and taking into account the facts that  
p(x)) 2 
fx  q(x) d#(x) = Dx~ (p, q) v(x) and ~ ]p(x) - q(w) l dp(w) = D.  (p, q), 
we deduce (5.8). III 
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6. APPL ICAT ION TO THE SAMPL ING 
OF CONTINUOUS STREAMS 
In nlonitoring the quality of continuous treams which are common in major sections of the 
chemical industry, samples of product are collected regularly and analysed. On the basis of these 
results, the process is allowed to continue operating under existing parameter vahles ol' is adjusted 
in some way. 
These results also, when accumulated over a particular production run, can be used to assess 
the mean quality of the product for tile duration of production. If x(t) represents the quality of the 
stream at t ime t, then the mean quality for the production time [0, T] is given by (l/T).['o T :r(t) dt. 
If the product is a liquid or a gas, it can invariably be sampled instantaneously and so, over the 
durat ion of the production period, 'n'  test values (say) are available to estimate the mean quality 
of the stream. These are xl ,  x2 , . . . ,  x , .  It is logical then to use the mean of these values, x,~, to 
est imate ( l /T).]`J '  x(t) dt, giving the estimation error as ](l/T).]'o 7, x(t) dt - :G,.I. 
In some continuous tream processes, however, tile product, rather than being purely liquid or 
gaseous, consists of fine grains of product suspended in a fast nloving hot gas stream. Whilst the 
product is eventually accumulated separate of the carrier gas stream and fllrther processed ff)r 
ease of handling, it is frequently desired to sample the product whilst it is being manufactured in
its suspended state. Under such circumstances, the sample collection time cannot be considered 
to be instantaneous and, if sampling is being conducted at regular intervals, the collection time 
may well occupy a significant proportion of the tinle between tile conlnlencement of the collection 
of consecutive samples. 
Suppose that the collection of a sample takes a time p and that the sample thus obtained 
represents the mean quality of the stream over the time taken for collection. From the perspective 
of using this single sample to estimate the mean flow over a longer time period which includes 
this interval, we are led to consideration of the estimation error 
d L d I f :c(u)du , x(t) dt ___h+P 
. P gh 
where (h, h + p) c (0, d). 
Using inequality (2.3), we may state that 
~(t)dt - -l f < + ~ (d-p)  ll~:N,o ((Z-p) !1., I1~,~' (6.1) 
P , l i t  -- d p 
provided that x(.) is absolutely continuous on [0, d]. 
From (6.1), we observe that the best estimate we can get fronl (6.1) is for h = (d -p ) /2 ,  
obtaining 
_,f x(t )  dt - _(a+.)/2 x(u)  <- ~ 4 (d - t*) I1-~'11oo . (6.2) 
P d(<S-sDI2 
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